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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the K̄ N N N system, consisting of an antikaon and three nucleons.
Four-body Faddeev-type AGS equations are being solved in order to find possible quasibound state in the system.
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Introduction

Attractive nature of K̄ N integration lead to suggestions, that quasi-bound states can exist in
few-body systems consisting of antikaons and nucleons [1]. In particular, a deep and relatively
narrow quasi-bound state was predicted in the lightest three-body K̄ N N system [2]. Many
theoretical calculations of the system were performed after that using different methods and
inputs, see e.g. [3]. All of them agree, that the quasi-bound state really exists in spin-zero state
of K̄ N N , usually denoted as K − pp, but predict quite different binding energies and widths of
the state.
In recent years we performed a series of calculations of different properties and states of
the three-body K̄ N N and K̄ K̄ N systems [3], using dynamically exact Faddeev-type equations
in AGS form with coupled K̄ N N and πΣN channels. In particular, we predicted K − pp quasibound state binding energy and width using three different models of K̄ N interaction. The
same was done for the K̄ K̄ N system. We also demonstrated, that there is no quasi-bound
states, caused by pure strong interactions, in another spin state of K̄ N N system, which is K − d.
In addition, we calculated the near-threshold amplitudes of K − elastic scattering on deuteron.
Finally, we evaluated 1s level shift in kaonic deuterium, which is an atomic state, caused by
presence of the strong K̄ N interaction in comparison to the pure Coulomb state.
The next step is study of a four-body K̄ N N N system. Some calculations were already performed for it [1, 4, 5], but more accurate calculations are needed. We use four-body Faddeevtype equations in AGS form [6]. Only these dynamically exact equations in momentum representation can treat energy-dependent K̄ N potentials, necessary for the this system, exactly.
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2

Four-body Faddeev-type AGS equations for the K̄ N N N system

Description of the four-body Faddeev-type equations in AGS form [6] should start from the
three-body AGS equations [7] since the three-body transition operators, being solution of the
three-body equations, enter the four-body ones together with two-body T -matrices. If separable potentials of the form Vα = λα |gα 〉〈gα | are used, the three-body transitions operators
satisfy the three-body Faddeev-type equations in AGS form [7]:
X αβ (z) = Zαβ (z) +

3
X

Zαγ (z)τγ (z)X γβ (z),

(1)

γ=1

with transition X αβ and kernel Zαβ operators are defined as
X αβ (z) = 〈gα |G0 (z)Uαβ (z)G0 (z)|gβ 〉,

(2)

Zαβ (z) = (1 − δαβ )〈gα |G0 (z)|gβ 〉.

(3)

Operator Uαβ (z) in Eq.(2) is a three-body transition operator of the general form, which describes process β + (αγ) → α + (βγ), while G0 (z) in Eqs.(2,3) is the three-body free Green
function. Faddeev partition indices α, β = 1, 2, 3 simultaneously define a particle (α) and the
remained pair (βγ). The operator τα (z) in Eq.(1) is an energy-dependent part of a separable
two-body T -matrix Tα (z) = |gα 〉τα (z)〈gα |, corresponding to the separable potential describing
interaction in the (βγ) pair; |gα 〉 is a form-factor.
The four-body Faddeev-type AGS equations [6], written for separable potentials, have a
form
X
−1
τρ
σρ
τ
(z)(G¯0 )γδ (z)Ūδβ (z),
(4)
Ūαβ (z) = (1 − δσρ )(G¯0 )αβ (z) +
(1 − δστ ) T̄αγ
τ,γ,δ
σρ
σρ
Ūαβ (z) = 〈gα |G0 (z)Uαβ (z)G0 (z)|gβ 〉,
τ
τ
T̄αβ
(z) = 〈gα |G0 (z)Uαβ
(z)G0 (z)|gβ 〉,

(5)
(6)

(G¯0 )αβ (z) = δαβ τα (z).
σρ

(7)
σρ

τ
τ
Here operators Ūαβ and T̄αβ
contain four-body Uαβ (z) and three-body Uαβ
(z) transition operators of the general form, correspondingly. The lower indices α, β in Eqs.(4,5,6) similarly
to the case of the three-body equations (1,2,3) define two-body subsystems of the full system.
The upper indices τ, σ, ρ define a partition of the four-body system which can be of 3 + 1 or
2 + 2 type. In particular, there are two partitions of 3 + 1 type: |K̄ + (N N N )〉, |N + (K̄ N N )〉, and one of the 2 + 2 type: |(K̄ N ) + (N N )〉, - for the K̄ N N N system. The free Green function
G0 (z) acts in four-body space.
The four-body system of AGS equations Eq.(4) look similar to the three-body AGS system
with arbitrary potentials. If we, as suggested in [8], represent the ”effective three-body potenτ
τ
tials” T̄αβ
(z) in Eq. (4) in a separable form T̄αβ
(z) = |ḡατ 〉τ̄ταβ (z)〈ḡατ |, the four-body equations
can be rewritten as [8]
X
σρ
σρ
τρ
στ
X̄ αβ (z) = Z̄αβ (z) +
Z̄αγ
(z)τ̄τγδ (z)X̄ δβ (z),
(8)
τ,γ,δ

with new four-body transition X̄ σρ and kernel Z̄ σρ operators
σρ

σρ

ρ

X̄ αβ (z) = 〈ḡασ |G¯0 (z)αα Ūαβ (z)G¯0 (z)ββ |ḡβ 〉,
σρ
Z̄αβ (z)

=

ρ
(1 − δσρ )〈ḡασ |G¯0 (z)αβ |ḡβ 〉.
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Necessary for the K̄ N N N calculations K̄ N and N N potentials, which we use, are separable
ones by construction. Therefore, we need to construct separable versions of three-body and
2+2 amplitudes only, entering the equations (8). We use Energy Dependent Pole Expansion/
Approximation (EDPE/ EDPA) method, suggested in [9] specially for the four-body AGS equations.
Three-body Faddeev-type AGS equations written in momentum basis for s-wave interactions have a form:
Z∞
3
X
X αβ (p, p0 ; z) = Zαβ (p, p0 ; z) +

Zαγ (p, p00 ; z) τγ (p00 ; z) X γβ (p00 , p0 ; z)p002 d p00 , (11)

4π

γ=1

0

were p, p0 and z are three-body momenta and energy. Eigenvalues λn and eigenfunctions
g nα (p; z) of the system Eq.(11) can be evaluated from the system of equations
Z∞
3
1 X
g nα (p; z) =
4π
Zαγ (p, p0 ; z) τγ (p0 ; z) g nγ (p0 ; z)p02 d p0 ,
λn γ=1
0
with normalization condition
Z∞
3
X
4π

γ=1

g nγ (p0 ; z) τγ (p0 ; z) g n0 γ (p0 ; z)p02 d p0 = −δnn0 .

(12)

(13)

0

EDPE/EDPA method needs solution of the eigenequations Eq.(12) for a fixed energy z,
which usually is chosen to be the binding energy z = EB . After that energy dependent formfactors
Z∞
3
1 X
4π
g nα (p; z) =
Zαγ (p, p0 ; z) τγ (p0 ; EB ) g nγ (p0 ; EB )p02 d p0
(14)
λn γ=1
0
and propagators
(Θ(z))−1
mn

=

3
X

Z

g mγ (p0 ; z) τγ (p0 ; EB ) g nγ (p0 ; EB )p02 d p0

4π

γ=1

−

∞

3
X
γ=1

(15)

0

Z

∞

g mγ (p0 ; z) τγ (p0 ; z) g nγ (p0 ; z)p02 d p0

4π
0

can be calculated. Finally, the separable version of a three-body amplitude has a form
X αβ (p, p0 ; z) =

∞
X

g mα (p; z) Θmn (z) g nβ (p0 ; z).

(16)

m,n=1

If only one term is taken in the sums in Eq.(16), the Energy Dependent Pole Expansion turns
into Energy Dependent Pole Approximation. It is seen, that in contrast to Hilbert-Schmidt
expansion, EDPE method needs only one solution of the eigenvalue equations Eq.(12) and
calculations of the integrals Eqs.(14,15) after that. According to the authors, the method
is accurate already with one term (i.e. EDPA), and it converges faster than Hilbert-Schmidt
expansion.
In order to find the quasi-bound state energy the homogeneous system of equations Eq.(8)
has to be solved. We started by writing down the system Eq.(8) for 18 channels σα with α =
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N N or K̄ N , considering three nucleons as nonindentical particles:
1N N : |K̄ + (N1 + N2 N3 )〉, |K̄ + (N2 + N3 N1 )〉, |K̄ + (N3 + N1 N2 )〉,
2N N : |N1 + (K̄ + N2 N3 )〉, |N2 + (K̄ + N3 N1 )〉, |N3 + (K̄ + N1 N2 )〉,
2K̄ N : |N1 + (N2 + K̄ N3 )〉, |N2 + (N3 + K̄ N1 )〉, |N3 + (N1 + K̄ N2 )〉,

(17)

|N1 + (N3 + K̄ N2 )〉, |N2 + (N1 + K̄ N3 )〉, |N3 + (N2 + K̄ N1 )〉,
3N N : |(N2 N3 ) + (K̄ + N1 )〉, |(N3 N1 ) + (K̄ + N2 )〉, |(N1 N2 ) + (K̄ + N3 )〉,
3K̄ N : |(K̄ N1 ) + (N2 + N3 )〉, |(K̄ N2 ) + (N3 + N1 )〉, |(K̄ N3 ) + (N1 + N2 )〉.
After antisymmetrization, necessary for a system with identical fermions, the system of equations to be solved can be written in a matrix form:
X̂ = Ẑ τ̂ X̂ .

(18)

Our K̄ N and N N potentials, which we use for the K̄ N N N system calculations, are isospinand spin-dependent ones. In addition, our N N interaction model is a two-term potential.
At the first step only one separable term was used for the three-body K̄ N N , N N N and 2+2
K̄ N + N N amplitudes in Eq. (16) (EDPA). Keeping all this in mind, matrices Ẑ and τ̂, entering
the antisymmetrized equations Eq.(18) are matrices 18x18 containing the kernel operators
σρ
ρ
Z̄α and τ̄αβ , correspondingly.

3
3.1

Two-body potentials, 3 + 1 and 2 + 2 partitions
Two-body potentials

Both K̄ N and N N potentials are separable isospin- and spin-dependent ones in s-wave. We
use three our separable antikaon-nucleon potentials constructed for our three-body calculations of the K̄ N N and K̄ K̄ N systems. They are: two phenomenological potentials with coupled
K̄ N −πΣ channels, having one- or two-pole structure of the Λ(1405) resonance [12] and a chirally motivated model with coupled K̄ N − πΣ − πΛ channels and two-pole structure [13]. All
three potentials describe low-energy K − p scattering, namely: elastic K − p → K − p and inelastic K − p → M B cross-sections and threshold branching ratios γ, R c , R n . They also reproduce
1s level shift of kaonic hydrogen caused by the strong K̄ N interaction in comparison to the
DD
pure Coulomb level, measured by SIDDHARTA experiment [10]: ∆SI
= −283 ± 36 ± 6 eV,
1s
S I DD
Γ1s
= 541 ± 89 ± 22 eV. All the experimental data are described by three our potentials with
equally high accuracy. In addition, elastic πΣ cross-sections with isospin IπΣ provided by all
three potentials have a bump in a region of the Λ(1405) resonance (according to PDG [11]:
P DG
P DG
MΛ(1405)
= 1405.1+1.3
−1.0 MeV, ΓΛ(1405) = 50.5±2.0 MeV). The poles corresponding to the Λ(1405)
resonance are situated at
SIDD1
zΛ(1405)−1
= 1426 − i 48 MeV
SIDD2
zΛ(1405)−1
= 1414 − i 58 MeV,

(19)
SIDD2
zΛ(1405)−2
= 1386 − i 104 MeV

(20)

for the phenomenological potentials with one- and two-pole structure, correspondingly [13],
and at
Chiral
Chiral
zΛ(1405)−1
= 1417 − i 33 MeV, zΛ(1405)−2
= 1406 − i 89 MeV
(21)
for the chirally motivated potential [14].
The three antikaon-nucleon potentials with coupled K̄ N −πΣ channels were used in threebody AGS equations with coupled K̄ N N − πΣN three-body channels. By this the channel
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coupling was taken into account in a direct way. The four-body AGS equations, which we
solve, are too complicated to do the same. Due to this we use the exact optical versions of
our K̄ N potentials. They have exactly the same elastic part of the potential as the potential
with coupled channels, while all in-elasticity is taken into account in an energy-dependent
imaginary part of the potential. It was demonstrated in our three-body calculations, that such
potentials give very accurate results in comparison with the results obtained with the coupledchannel potentials, see below. Due to this we assume that it is a good approximation for the
four-body calculations as well.
We constructed a new version of the two-term separable N N potential. It reproduces
Argonne v18 N N phase shifts at low energies up to 500 MeV with change of sign, which means
it is repulsive at short distances. It provides the following singlet and triplet N N scattering
lengths: as = 16.32 fm, a t = −5.40 fm, and give the deuteron binding energy Edeu = 2.225
MeV.
No three-body potentials were used since the four-body Faddeev-type equations are too
complicated in their original form with "normal" pair potentials already.

3.2 3 + 1 and 2 + 2 partitions
We are studying the K̄ N N N system with the lowest value of the four-body isospin I (4) = 0,
which can be denoted as K − ppn. Its total spin S (4) is equal to one half, while the orbital
momentum is zero, since all two-body interactions are chosen to be s-wave ones. For the
K̄ N N N system with these quantum numbers the following three-body subsystems contribute:
• K̄ N N with isospin I (3) = 1/2 and spin S (3) = 0 (K − pp) or spin S (3) = 1 (K − d).
• N N N with isospin I (3) = 1/2 and spin S (3) = 1/2 (3 H or 3 He).
The three-body K̄ N N system with different quantum numbers was studied in our previous
works, in particular, quasi-bound state pole positions in the K − pp system (K̄ N N with isospin
I (3) = 1/2 and spin S (3) = 0) were calculated in [14]. The pole positions calculated with
coupled K̄ N N and πΣN channels and K̄ N − πΣ potentials are:
= −53.3 − i 32.4 MeV,
zKSIDD1
− pp

(22)

zKSIDD2
= −47.4 − i 24.9 MeV,
− pp

(23)

zKChiral
= −32.2 − i 24.3 MeV,
− pp

(24)

while one-channel calculation of the K̄ N N system using exact optical K̄ N (−πΣ) potentials
give slightly different results:
zKSIDD1
− pp,Opt

= −54.2 − i 30.5 MeV,

(25)

zKSIDD2
− pp,Opt
Chiral
zK − pp,Opt

= −47.4 − i 23.0 MeV,

(26)

= −32.9 − i 24.4 MeV.

(27)

Comparison of the exact results Eqs.(22–24) and the approximated ones Eqs.(25–27) demonstrates that using of the exact optical K̄ N (−πΣ) potentials instead of the coupled-channel
K̄ N − πΣ ones is quite accurate approximation.
No quasi-bound states caused by pure strong interactions were found in the K − d system
(K̄ N N with isospin I (3) = 1/2 and spin S (3) = 1). The codes for numerical solution of the
three-body AGS equations for the K̄ N N systems were modified to construct separable versions
of the three-body amplitudes, as described before.
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The three-body AGS equations Eq.(1) were written and numerically solved for the threenucleon system N N N with our new two-term N N potential as an input. The calculated binding
energy was found to be 9.95 MeV for both 3 H and 3 He nuclei since Coulomb interaction was not
taken into account. The numerical code was afterwards changed for construction of separable
version of the N N N subsystem.
Finally, the partition of the 2 + 2 type K̄ N + N N is a system with two non-interacting pairs
of particles. It was described by special three-body system of AGS equations, and its separable
version was constructed in similar way as in K̄ N N and N N N three-body subsystems.

4

Preliminary results and conclusion

As the first step we solved the four-body AGS equations for the K − ppn system, using only one
separable term in Eq.(16), which is EDPA method. We used the exact optical versions of two
our phenomenological K̄ N potentials with one- and two-pole structure of the Λ(1405) resonance (our chirally motivated model of the antikaon-nucleon interaction has isospin-dependent form-factors, so that some changes in the four-body program code are necessary). Very
preliminary results for the pole position of the quasi-bound state in the K − ppn are:
= −75 − i 14 MeV
zKSIDD1
− ppn,P r elim

(28)

zKSIDD2
= −71 − i 8 MeV.
− ppn,P r elim

(29)

As in the case of the K − pp system, the quasi-bound state calculated using one-pole phenomenological K̄ N potential (SIDD1) is deeper then that one calculated with the two-pole VK̄ N , and
it has larger width. The results differ from those shown at the conference since some bugs
were found in the program code after the talk.
To conclude, the four-body Faddeev-type AGS equations for search of the quasi-bound
state in the K̄ N N N system were written down. The code for numerical four-body calculations
was written, preliminary results for the pole positions were obtained. Tests and checks of the
program code are still in progress.
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